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Cities & Philanthropy
STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP

The power of making space in cities to enable philanthropy to provide for community.

Community means:
* A place where everyone can contribute and participate in their own special or unique way in a safe inclusive environment they feel they belong to.

– Places for Good
Attachment A

Item 5.1

$5,000 - $9,999

Air Systems, Inc. • Andrini & Co • Frank & Anita Belluomini • The Birdsell Family
The Cestina Family • David & Jean Davis • Jeff & Cindy Faulkner
The Jeff Fischer Family • Focus Business Bank • Richard Friberg
Rebecca & David Grandey • The Greer Family • Leslie Hamilton
Dave A. & Evelyn A. Heagerty • Bill & Mary Hiland
Hope Services • In Memory of Joe Campbell • Hugh Stuart Foundation
Junior League of San Jose • Jan Kang & Jim Kirchner
Johnson & Yau Accountancy Corp. • Ralston & Jackie Johnson
Sharon & John Kennett • Kieve Foundation • Cheryl & James Landes
Shirley Lewis • In Memory of Ed Lewis • Vic & Mary Joe Lobue
Skip Mancini • Maxim Crane Works, LP • Elizabeth & David Monley • Dave & Judy Roberts
Rosendin Electric, Inc. • Jay & Julie Ross • Sanco Pipeline, Inc.
The Samaritan Group • The Sandretto Family in Memory of Carrie
Julie Scopazzi & Tim Avery • Scott & Christina Seaman • Philip & Sandra Sims
Gerald Silva • The Sparks Family • Ernest Speno & Jeffrey Speno
Vince & Diana Sunzeri • Catherine Matsuyo Tompkins
Gary Shara • Kay Richardson Shara
Southwest Steel • Supervisor Ken Yeager
Item 5.1
What I hope you will take away from this:

- Council and city are not the only entities with the sole responsibility or motivation to develop our communities for good. But if we only rely on commercial funding to fill this gap the risk is that we inadvertently turn these places into unwelcome spaces.
- We need to ask ourselves, what can the city provide? How much more do we need? And where are there opportunities to let philanthropy fill those gaps?
- If we don’t make space and invite this to happen we will miss the opportunity.
- Like these examples I have shown you, we need projects in our city to sow the seed and make way for philanthropy to grow and flourish in our community.